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1. Introduction. This paper is devoted to a proof of a theorem on

the existence of a Loewy 77-chain as a sufficient condition for uni-

form splitting. The system considered is a complete modular lattice

L (with the usual binary operations denoted by p-\-q and pq for p and

q in L) satisfying the additional Property (*): a jTa pa= ^a aP(* for

a and the ascending chain pa elements of L.

For a complete statement of results made use of here, the reader is

referred to a previous paper [l]. For convenience some basic defini-

tions from that paper are listed in the remainder of this section. A

single-valued transformation 77 is a homomorphism of p/p' in L upon

q/q' in K (a system satisfying the same postulates as L, or L itself) if

77 maps x/p' for every x satisfying p'^x^p upon xrj/q', where q'

^xrj^q, so that the following requirements hold:

(1) dL*x)r)= Y,* (xrf).
(2) If q'^zr^xw, then there exists an element 2' with p'^z'^x

such that z'r\=z.

(3) If xr]—yr], then there exist elements x' and y' (p'^x'^p and

p' ^y' ^p) such that x +x' = y-\-y' and x'r\ = y'r] = q'.

A homomorphism 77 of p/0 upon prj/0 is said to be an endomorphism

of p/0 if pv^P- The kernel k(rj) of this endomorphism is the sum of

all elements which 77 maps upon 0, and the radical r(rj) is defined as

X!<" 1 ̂ O?*)- * is ^-admissible if xji^x. The usual homomorphism and

isomorphism theorems hold.

The element c is a complement of the endomorphism 77 of p/0 if

P=r(?l)+c> cr(r))=Q (that is, p = c®r(r))), and cr\ = c. If there exists a

complement of 77, then 77 is a splitting endomorphism, of p/0. If 77 in-

duces a splitting endomorphism of x/0 for every 77-admissible x, 77 is

a uniformly splitting endomorphism of £/0.

2. Proof of the theorem. Several definitions and lemmas are re-

quired for the proof of the following theorem.

Theorem. The endomorphism 77 of p/0 is a uniformly splitting endo-

morphism if there exists a Loewy -q-chain the sum of which is p.

Definition 1. An 77-admissible element q is minimal -q-admissible

over r if r<s^q, for 77-admissible s, implies that q = s.

Definition 2. Elements o,- (t = 0, 1, 2, • • • ) form a Loewy r\-chain
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if a0 = 0 and every a, with i>0 is the sum of elements which are mini-

mal 77-admissible over a,-_i.

It is clear from the definition that the chain of the a; is ascending

and that every a{ is 77-admissible.

Lemma 1. Let 7] be a homomorphism of m/r upon mri/r and let m be

minimal ^-admissible over r. Then either mr\ = r or mr\ is minimal ^-ad-

missible over r. Furthermore, if m is a sum of elements minimal in-ad-

missible over r, then mr] = r or mr\ is a sum of elements minimal in-admis-

sible over r.

Proof. Suppose that min^r and that there exists an 77-admissible 5

such that r <s<mr\. Since mi\^.m, the second supposition contradicts

the fact that m is minimal 77-admissible. Thus mr\ is minimal 77-ad-

missible over r. Moreover, if m = 5Z<* ma, ( J^a m^t] = 53<* (mar\), and

the preceding result gives the second conclusion.

Lemma 2. If z^y^x,if xis the sum of elements minimal r]-admissible

over z (and included in x), and if yrj^y, then there exists t* such that

x = y-\-t* and yt*=z, and y is equal to z or is the sum of elements mini-

mal in-admissible over z (and included in y).

Proof. Let A = {tEL\tr]^t, t^x, and ty = z), let B= {ta} be a

simply ordered subset of A, and let t'= X!<* *<«• Then t'-q^t', ta^t'gx

for every a and yt'=y^a ta= 22« yta = z, by Property (*) and the

definition of A. Thus the maximal principle is applicable and asserts

the existence of a maximal element t* in A, with yt* = z.

Let x= 22m m, the sum of elements minimal 77-admissible over 2,

and consider any m. Then z^m(y+t*)^m, and hence either m

= m(y-\-t*) or m(y-\-t*)=z. If the latter were true, by the modular

law, y(t*+m) =y(t*+m)(y+t*) ^ (t*+m)(y+t*) =t*+m(y+t*) =t*

+z = t*. Hence z^y(t*+m)^yt* =z, and t*+m is in A. By the

maximal property of t*, /*<<*+»», and hence t* = t*+m and m^t*.

But then m = mt* = z. In this case x= X)»» w = z, and thus y — x,

t* = z, and the lemma is proved.

If m = m(y+t*), m^y+t*. Consequently x= 53m m^y+t*^x, or

x = y-\-t*. The last equation implies the existence of an isomorphism

[l, p. 334, Theorem 3] of x/t* upon y/z. Hence, by an obvious gen-

eralization of [l, p. 333, Theorem l], there is a homomorphism of

x/z upon y/z. Thus, by Lemma 1, y is the sum of elements minimal

77-admissible over 2 (or 2).

Lemma 3. If elements a^p form a Loewy -q-chain, then OiK7?)

= aik(t]i) for alii.
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Proof. The lemma is proved by induction with respect to i. Since

ao = 0, the assertion is true for subscript 0. As induction hypothesis, it

will be assumed that a,_ir(77) = a,_i&(77*_1).

Let Q be the set of elements q, with ai^i<q^ai^i+air(r))

— Xl"-i (ai-i+aik(r)n)), which are minimal 77-admissible over a,_i.

By Property (*)

00 00

q = qll (ff«-i + aiKvn)) = Z) ?(««-i + o.iK~nn))-
n=l n=l

Furthermore, the modular law shows that g^g(a,-_i+a,-fe(»7B))=Oj_i

Jrqaik{r)n) = a,_i+qk{nn) =q(ai-1+k(rin)) ;>a<_i. Thus

CO

q = X) ?(0<-i + £(>?"))    and   flf_i ^ g(ffi_: + £(77")) ^ g.
n=l

If q(ai-i+k(r]n)) =o,_i for every n, then g = X>T.= i3(a.-i+*0?n)) =o<-i-

Hence there exists an m = m(q) such that ai^i<q(ai-i+k(rjm)) ^q.

Since g is minimal 77-admissible over a,_i, g, = g(a,_i-f-^(77m)) =ai-i

+^(77m). Thus g77m = a,-_i77mgci_i.

Since fli-i^a,-i+377^5 and since a.-i+OT is 77-admissible, either

a1_i=ai_i+g77 or g = a,_i+g,»7. If g = a»-i+g'»?, then

flt_i < q = at_! + grj = • • • = a,_i + 977™ = «<-i.

since g = a,-_i + (<i,-_i-r-g,i7)»/ = a,_i-r-a;_ir7-|-<Z»72 = at~i+gi72 = ■ ■ ■ and

since g77m^a,-_i. This impossibility shows that the other alternative,

ai-i=ai-i+qri, must hold. Therefore qr\^a;_i for every g.

By Lemma 2, <z,-_i+a,r(77)= Xs ?> the sum of elements minimal

77-admissible over Ci-i. Since every grj^ai-i,

Z (<Fi) = ( Z ?)>? = 0<-i + a,r(77))i7 g a,_i.

Moreover, (a,r(7j))9ig(a,-_j.-r-a,r(7j))i7^a,-_i, and (a,r(7i))r;^a,-_ir(77)

= Oi_i^(77i_1) g^(77*_1), by the induction hypothesis. Therefore

[(fli/-(77))77]77i_1 = (a,r(77))77i = 0, and this fact implies that a»r(77) ̂ £(77*).

Hence aikiri*) =air(rj), and the lemma is proved.

Lemma 4. // the a, form a Loewy r\-chain, then ai = a^)i-\-a^{-q) for

every i and j.

Proof. The proof is by induction with respect to i. The assertion is

trivially true for subscript 0. Assume, as induction hypothesis, that

for 0 <i, a,-_i = <ii-i?7J''+ffl,-_ir(r;) for every j.

Let q be minimal 77-admissible over a<_i such that 0,-1 <g^o,-.
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Two cases are to be considered.

Case 1. qr\^ai-\. By Lemma 3 and the induction hypothesis

(1) qv ^ «.-i = di-m + «,-i*(77i_1) = ffi-ir;' + a^ik^'-1).

Since a,_i <q, it follows that ot7' = a,-_i?7'. It is a consequence of (1) also

that ai-irii = ai-iri'+i for all j and hence qini=(ai-iq')r]i for all j. Since

77* is an endomorphism of p/0, the last equality shows that 5 + ^(77*)

= at-i7)i+k(rji). Thus

q = qai S (a,_i»;'' + k(ri{))ai = at-m* + a.-A^O g ff.V + atr(ri) g a,-.

Case 2. grj^a,-_i. In this case o,_i<o,_i+077^0, and 0,-1+277 is

77-admissible. Hence, by the minimal property of q, 0 = 0,-1+377. The

induction hypothesis then implies that, for all j,

q = o,_i + q-n = o;_i + 0772 = ■ • • = o,_i + 07;''

= fli_i7)' + ai_ir(?7) + 077'

^ a,V + o;/-^) + qq' = a.-r?' + 0^(77) g a,-.

Since o* = 53« <7> m both cases Oi = o,-77'+0^(77) for every i and .7'.

Lemma 5. If the atform a Loewy -q-chain, then ai = a{qi®air(r]) and

0,17* = 0,17i+1 for every i.

Proof. By Lemma 4, ai = air)i-\-air(r\) foralHandj. Hence forj=l,

by Lemma 3, 0, = 0,17+0^(77'), for all i. As a result, awi = a#)i+l, and

the chain

o,- = 0.-77 ^ • • • ^ 0,7;' = a,'77i+1 = • ■ •

is finite. By Lemma 3, the chain

aik(rj) ^ <a(l2) ^ ^ «**(?*) = a^(77i+1) = • • •  = <nr(ij)

is also finite, where the terms are the kernels of the respective endo-

morphisms induced in o,-. [l, p. 339, Theorem 3] now gives the result

o,- = 0,-77'©0^(77), for i = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

Lemma 6. An endomorphism 77 of p/0 is a splitting endomorphism of

p/0 if there exists a Loewy rj-chain the sum of which is p.

Proof. Let Oo^Oi^S • • • be the Loewy 77-chain. By Lemma 5, for

each i, ai = arqi®air(i]). By hypothesis, it follows that

00 00 ao 00

p = 23 ai = 23 Wm* + aAv)} = 23 a»V + 23 tf^o?)-
,=o ,=0 >=0 t'=0

Let 2^t0o,y = c. By Property (*),
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00 CO

53 aXv) = r(v) 23 «» = r(v)P = r(-n).
•=o «—o

Hence p = c-\-r(r\).

By Lemma 5, (0,77^77 =o1-77i and 0=^(ait)i)(air(ri)) = (aiqi)r(r]) for

all i. Hence C77 = c, and

00 00

cr (77) = K77) 53 «.V = 23 rOKV = 0.
,'=0        t—0

Thus there exists a complement c, and 77 is a splitting endomorphism

of p/0.
Proof of the theorem. Let ooSsOi^ • ■ -be the Loewy 77-chain

and let 5 be 77-admissible and included in p. Then the 50,- form an

ascending chain of 77-admissible elements, and, by Property (*),

00 00

53 sat = 5 53 a( = sp = s.
i=0 1=0

Since Oi_i^Oi_i+sOj^o; = 53« °> where g is minimal 77-admissible

over aj_i, it follows by use of Lemma 2 that Oi_i+so; is the sum of

elements minimal 77-admissible over o*_i. A basic isomorphism theo-

rem gives the existence of an isomorphism of (o,-_i+so;)/a,-_i onto

50,/(sOi)(o,_i) =sa,7^0i_i. Thus it can be concluded that sat is the

sum of elements which are minimal 77-admissible over so,_i. Thus the

sai form an ascending Loewy 77-chain, the sum of which is s, and, by

Lemma 6, the endomorphism induced by 77 in s/0 is a splitting endo-

morphism of s/0. Hence 77 is a uniformly splitting endomorphism of

p/0.
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